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BARRIERS TO FINANCING: IS EUROPEAN UNION
INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION LAW THE ANSWER

FOR FEMALE ENTREPRENEURS?

ADAM G. PANOPOULOS*

I. INTRODUCTION.

Since its beginning, the European Union ("EU") has shown concern for the
fundamental principle of equality between men and women. 1  The Treaty
Establishing the European Community ("EC") states that it "shall aim to eliminate
inequalities, and to promote equality, between men and women." 2 In order to meet
this goal, the Treaty of Amsterdam of 1997 introduced the principle of "gender
mainstreaming" into European law.3 Articles 2 and 3 of the current European
Community ("EC") Treaty-known as the "Gender Mainstreaming" provisions4

make equal opportunities for men and women a "central objective of the Union,"
which it will commit to incorporating into all EU policies. 5 EU institutions,
however, have not yet turned these provisions into a law that would bind EU

nations.
6

Recently, the European Parliament ("Parliament") and the Council of the
European Union ("Council") passed a binding law that combats direct and indirect
discrimination not only in employment, but also in the much larger context of
supply and access to goods and services. 7 This law implements the principle of

* J.D. Candidate, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, 2010. The author would like to thank his Notes
Editor, Cathy Perifimos, who always provided intelligent, thoughtful critiques and made the entire Note
writing process enjoyable.

I Symposium, The Contemporary Relevance of International Human Rights for Constitutional

Law and Social Justice: Case Studies and Limitations: Bringing Theories of Human Rights Change
Home, 77 FORDHAM L. REv. 459, 489 (2008); Christopher Krois, Directive 2004/113/EC on Sexual
Equality in Access to Goods and Services: Progress or Impasse in European Sex Discrimination Law?,
12 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 323 (2005).

2 Treaty Establishing the European Community, Nov. 10, 1997, 1997 O.J. (C 340) 173 [hereinafter

EC Treaty].
3 RUTH NIELSEN, GENDER EQUALITY IN EUROPEAN CONTRACT LAW 31-32 (Djoef Publishing

2004).
4 Id. at 111.
5 Mark A. Pollack & Emilie Hafner-Burton, Mainstreaming Gender in the European Union,

available at http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/00/000201-03.html (last visited Mar. 1, 2009).
6 See id.
7 Council Directive 2004/113, 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC). This law is called "Council

Directive 2004/113/EC implementing the principle of equal treatment between men and women in the
access to and supply of goods and services." Id.
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equal treatment of men and women in the access to and provision of goods and
services.8 It defines indirect discrimination in Article 2 as:

an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice [that] would put
persons of one sex at a particular disadvantage compared with persons of
the other sex, unless that provision, criterion or practice is objectively
justified by a legitimate aim and the means of achieving that aim are
appropriate and necessary.

Thus, indirect discrimination occurs when "an unjustified adverse impact is
produced for a protected class of persons by an apparently class-neutral action." 9

A number of scholars have distilled the case law surrounding the indirect
discrimination doctrine into a two-part test. 10 Indirect discrimination first requires
reliance on a ground that is formally neutral, thus making the alleged
discrimination indirect. 1 1 Providing a standard that excuses or justifies this indirect
discrimination, the second part requires reliance on a legitimate aim that is not
discriminatory on its face, and that is proportionate to the aim it seeks to achieve. 12

Policies or practices that are both suitable and requisite in a given factual context
are considered to be proportionate to the goal they seek to achieve. 13

The passage of this law raises the question whether and to what extent the
case law of the European Court of Justice ("ECJ") concerning indirect
discrimination in employment might also apply to gender disparities in a different
context. 14 Small business financing in the EU is one particular context in which
barriers prevent female business owners from obtaining bank loans and venture
capital funding.

This Note will examine whether the principle of indirect discrimination can
be used to equalize access to entrepreneur financing for men and women. Part II
clarifies how binding European laws such as directives get transmitted into the
national laws of EU Member States. 15 Part III focuses on the problem facing
women entrepreneurs throughout the EU-and in particular France-who want to
start up new businesses, but who face difficulty obtaining financing from national
banks and venture capital funds. Part IV then analyzes ECJ case law and academic
theories to determine whether indirect discrimination is the proper method for
overcoming the financing barriers facing female entrepreneurs in the EU. Because

8 Id.

9 EVELYN ELLIS, EU ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW 91 (Oxford University Press 2005).
10 Id. at 210-11 (mentioning scholars such as Rust, Bieback, Drijber and Prechal).

I I d.
12 Id.

13 Id.
14 See NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 16 (explaining that the directive on equal treatment in the access to

and supply of goods and services allows one to analogize ECJ case law to the context of financial
institutions).

15 See http://europa.eu/abc/europeancountries/eu members/index en.htm (indicating that the
countries that have become part of the European Union are referred to as "Member States.").
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barriers to financing cannot be directly addressed through current ECJ case law, the

ECJ should incorporate the principle of "gender mainstreaming" into a future case

that might allege indirect discrimination. Doing so would transform gender
mainstreaming from a "Treaty-based political commitment" into a legal
commitment to achieve gender equality. 1 6

II. EUROPEAN UNION LAW

A. Legal Framework and Sources of Law

The European Union can be understood to be a "Treaty Regime" in the sense

that both the European Community and the European Union were founded on

treaties. 17 These treaties, which provide the legal basis for the binding laws

implemented by the EU institutions upon the Member States, are periodically

amended to add new provisions.18 These EU laws uniquely interact with the

national laws of each Member State. 19 One of the seven main sources of EU law is

legislation enacted pursuant to the treaties that created and amended the EC. 20 Of

the three types of EU binding law, "directives" merit special attention. 2 1 It is

important to note that directives have direct effect on each Member State. 2 2 This

implies that once the European Commission approves a directive, an individual of

any EU nation can sue his nation to enforce the directive. 23 Instead of having EU
institutions pressuring Member States to change their laws, the EU gives

individuals who seek to benefit from the directive the power to challenge their

home countries if they do not pass a law that adequately conforms to a directive's
requirements. 24 Another unique feature of EU law is that the ECJ, unlike the

United States Supreme Court, does not follow the doctrine of stare decisis.25 As a

result, the ECJ may write multiple holdings in a given case, making it difficult for

16 See Pollack & Hafner-Burton, supra note 5.
17 THE EVOLUTION OF EU LAW 92-93 (Paul Craig & Grdinne de Bfirca, eds., Oxford University

Press 1999).
18 See Europa, The EU at a Glance: Treaties and Law, http://europa.eu/abc/treaties/indexen.htm

(explaining that treaties are updated from time to time to keep up with changing developments in
European society) (last visited Mar. 2, 2009).

19 See Europa, European Commission: Application of Community Law,
http://ec.europa.eu/communitylaw/indexen.htm (last visited Jan. 24, 2009).

20 See JOHN FAIRHURST, LAW OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 54 (6th ed. 2007) (setting forth the

sources of EC law); NIGEL FOSTER, FOSTER ON EU LAW 86-99 (2007) (1994).

21 For a detailed survey dedicated exclusively to EU Directives, see SACHA PRECHAL, DIRECTIVES

IN EC LAW (2d ed. 2005) (analyzing content, implications, binding force, case law, and who is bound by

directives).
22 See JOSEPHINE STEINER, LORNA WOODS & CHRISTIAN TWIGG-FLESNER, EU LAW 94-96 (9th

ed. 2006).
23 See TC HARTLEY, THE FOUNDATIONS OF EUROPEAN COMMUNITY LAW (5th ed. 2005).

24 See id.

25 See ELLIS, supra note 9 (explaining that the ECJ "does not adopt a formal system of precedent

and remains free to change its mind in subsequent decisions").
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individuals suing in national courts to predict what rule or test the Court will deem
controlling in future cases.

EU nations can implement directives in different ways because the directive
sets out a "result to be achieved, while leaving some degree of discretion to the
Member State as to the choice of form and method for achieving that end result." 26

This system differs from American federal laws, which remain exactly the same in
each state. Directives exemplify the EU's longtime balancing act of exerting power
over nations while giving national legislatures enough space for them to perceive
that they, and not EU institutions, dictate their substantive rights. The principle of
direct effect was a strategic way for EU institutions to ensure that Member States
treated European law as supreme, and that they did not ignore the opinions of the
ECJ that interpreted such laws. 2 7 Having all Member States implement the same
European law was an ingenious method of making Europe more integrated.

An analogy to how public international law interacts with American law
clarifies how EU directives become law in each Member State of the EU. Public
international law treaties that create binding legal obligations are not self-executing
in the United States because if Congress does not make the treaty a law, it has
absolutely no binding legal effect in the United States.2 8 On the other hand, the EU
Member States must implement the directive through national laws. 2 9 This lack of
choice for EU Member States differs from the complete freedom Congress has to
incorporate an international law treaty into American federal law.30

Member States implement a directive in a two-step process. 3 1 They first take
the directive and make it part of national law. 32 The second stage of the process
involves how the national law is actually applied by the national courts and whether
the way it is applied achieves the goals of the directive. 33 Even though the
Member State has complete control over how the directive is incorporated into
national law and how the law is interpreted, the European Commission, ECJ, and
Parliament are closely watching to see if the Member State deviates from the
directive's original purpose. 34

26 See FAIRHURST, supra note 20, at 54 (setting forth the sources of EC law); FOSTER, supra note
20, at 86-99.

27 See Harm Schepel, Law, Lawyers and Legal Integration, EUSA REV., Fall 2004, at 3, available
at http://www.eustudies.org/files/eusareview/Fall2004Review.pdf (last visited April 11, 2010); see also
THE EVOLUTION OF EU LAW, supra note 17, at 189-90 (explaining that supremacy is a key principle of
EU law that makes sure that national laws should be set aside to incorporate European law).

28 See STEVEN H. LEGOMSKY, IMMIGRATION LAW AND REFUGEE POLICY 940 (4th ed. 2005).
29 Europa, European Commission Application of Community Law, How EU Law is Applied,

http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/indexen.htm (stating that the European Commission keeps track of
whether the Member States actually incorporate EU law into national law) (last visited Jan. 24, 2009).

30 LEGOMSKY, supra note 28, at 940.
31 CATHERINE HOSKYNS, INTEGRATING GENDER: WOMEN, LAW AND POLITICS IN THE EUROPEAN

UNION 116 (Verso 1996).
32 Id.

33 Id.
34 See id.
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B. Directive 2004/13/EC: A Step Forward or Backwards?

1. Legal Basis

Article 13 of the EC Treaty provides the legal basis for the directive
prohibiting sex discrimination in providing and accessing goods and services. 35

The 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam added key provisions to the EC Treaty regarding

gender equality which, for the first time, confronted the problem outside the
workplace. 36 Specifically, Article 13 of the EC states that the European Council
"may take appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex .... "37

Pursuant to this authority under Article 13 to pass binding secondary EU legislation
such as directives, the European Commission approved Directive 2004/13/EC
("Directive"), which established equal treatment between men and women in the
provision of goods and services. 38

2. Content, Applications, and Limits

The Directive implementing the principle of equal treatment of men and
women in the provision and supply of goods and services follows other EU
directives dealing with discrimination by defining the principal of equal treatment
of men and women as a "prohibition" on direct and indirect discrimination. 39

Article 3(1) of the Directive applies this law only to goods and services in the

public and private sectors that are "available to the public irrespective of the person
concemed."'40 The Directive affects "persons who provide goods and services."
Because the meaning of "person" may be interpreted broadly to include not only
individual people who make daily sales, but also individuals working in large
companies, the Directive has the potential to impact broad sectors of the financial
services market. In addition, the meaning of "service" is understood according to
its traditional meaning in European law.4 1 The Directive therefore covers "access

35 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 31-32.
36 Id. at 30 (explaining that the Amsterdam Treaty enabled gender equality law to grow "out of the

confines of employment law"); CHRISTA TOBLER, INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION: A CASE STUDY INTO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEGAL CONCEPT OF INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION UNDER EC LAW 352 (Gaunt Inc.
2005) (noting that until the Treaty of Amsterdam was passed, gender equality law "still remain[ed]
firmly confined within the concept of employment").

37 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 31 (quoting Article 31 of the EC Treaty).
38 Council Directive 2004/113, 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC). This specific law seeks to remedy

inequality in the delivery of financial services. Id. All types of business owners may benefit from this
law because the scope of sex equality law has been extended to cover the self-employed. See Samuel
Engblom, Equal Treatment of Employees and Self-Employed Workers, in LEGAL PERSPECTIVES ON
EQUAL TREATMENT AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 301 (Ann Sumhauser-Henning ed., Aspen Publishers
2001) (citing Council Directive 86/613/EEC of Dec. 1, 1986).

39 Krois, supra note 1, at 325 (quoting Art. 4, Clause 1 of Directive 2004/113/EC).
40 Council Directive 2004/113, 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC).
41 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 128.
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to public premises" and all types of commercial housing. 42 Most importantly, it
seeks to ban sex discrimination in "core areas" such as banking, insurance, and
other financial services.43

Yet some argue that the law is severely limited. Citing the work of German
scholars, Professor Christopher Krois notes that although the Directive "introduces
a general prohibition of sex discrimination to European contract law," it does not
apply to all contracts made between two people. 44 Despite its ambitious scope,
Krois calls Directive 2004/113/EC a "disappointment." 45 He does so in part
because of the "astonishingly extensive provisions for justifications blurring the
difference between direct and indirect discrimination." 46 Krois criticizes the fact
that Article 4(5) of the Directive allows an alleged discriminator to justify his
actions. Article 4(5) reads, "This Directive shall not preclude differences in
treatment, if the provision of the goods and services exclusively or primarily to
members of one sex is justified by a legitimate aim and the means of achieving that
aim are appropriate and necessary." 47

But another way of reading the Directive tempers Krois' argument. The
sixteenth clause gives non-controversial examples of when favored treatment of
men or women is justified. 48 Krois implies that Article 4(5) should be read apart
from the set of examples that appear in the sixteenth clause. 49 But his citation to
these examples ignores the sentence that follows them, which requires unequal
treatment to align with ECJ definitions of "appropriate and necessary." 50 This
language mimics the "appropriate and necessary language of Article 4(5). ",51

Therefore, the examples given in this sixteenth clause may help explain the
justification provision of Article 4(5). If we read the "appropriate and necessary"
language of Article 4(5) in light of the number of examples about single-sex clubs,
associations, caretakers, and shelters, these examples help explain the type of
means that could be "appropriate or necessary." 5 2 Thus, a close reading of this
Directive seems to temper Krois' claim that it provides "astonishingly extensive
provisions for justifications. '"5 3

One of the Directive's purposes was to fix the insurance industry's
"discriminatory practice" of separating men and women "into different pools of

42 Id.

43 Id.
44 Krois, supra note 1, at 326.
45 Id. at 338.
46 Id.
47 Council Directive 2004/113, 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC).
48 Id. at cl. 16.
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 Id. at art. 4(5).
52 Council Directive 2004/113, art.4(5) 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC).
53 Krois, supra note 1, at 335.

[Vol. 16:549
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risk."'54 Krois keenly points out that the Directive's lack of any prohibition on
indirect discrimination in Article 5(1) might be caused by applying an actuarial
factor to more members of one sex than the other. 55 This absence is followed by an
"opt-out" provision for EU nations in Article 5(2) if they use "relevant and accurate

actuarial and statistical data" about sex differences to assess risk.56

A much broader purpose behind the Directive relates to remedying indirect

discrimination in "other related financial services." 57 Because the Directive does

not elaborate on the meaning of "other related financial services," it leaves open the
question whether loans made to entrepreneurs might fall within the Directive's
prohibition on indirect discrimination.

C. Legislative History

The Directive on equal treatment in the provision of goods and services is the

first extension of EU sex equality law beyond the employment context.58

However, to the chagrin of groups such as the European Women's Lobby, which
sought complete equality for women outside the employment context, the Directive
ended up narrower than the European Commission Proposals had originally
anticipated. Although the Commission originally incorporated education, media,
and advertising into this Directive, excessive lobbying left them out of the final

version. 59 As a result, women's advocates in the EU have questioned whether this
Directive, which seemingly advances the rights of women across the EU, actually
keeps women in a socially disadvantaged position outside of the employment
sector.

60

Before the European Parliament approved this Directive, both the European

Economic and Social Committee ("EESC"), as well as the Committee of the
Regions ("CoR"), published pieces of legislative history called "Opinions," in

which each Committee commented on the draft directive.61 While the Council,
Commission, and Parliament are the three main institutions of the European Union,
the CoR and the EESC are the two "consultative bodies" whose purpose is to

54 Id. at 335 (quoting art. 5 of the Directive).
55 Id. at 336.
56 Id.

57 Council Directive 2004/113, cl. 18 2004 O.J. (L 373) 37-43 (EC).
58 Krois, supra note 1, at 338; EQUALITY LAW IN AN ENLARGED EUROPEAN UNION:

UNDERSTANDING THE ARTICLE 13 DIRECTIVES 160 (Helen Meenan ed., Cambridge 2007) [hereinafter
Meenan].

59 Meenan, supra note 58, at 162. Although lobbying was at least one of the reasons why these
areas were excluded from the Directive, there is no published study detailing how the lobbying process
for this particular Directive took place.

60 Id. (referencing a talk by a women's advocate, Caracciolo Di Torella, at the Hague Conference

on Progressive Implementation: New Developments in European Union Gender Equality Law (Nov. 18-
20, 2004), as well as her paper entitled The Goods and Services Directive: A Step Forward or a Missed
Opportunity).

61 See European Union Law: An Integrated Guide to Electronic and Print Research, available at
http://www.llrx.com/features/eulaw2.htm (last visited Apr. 26, 2010).
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advise the Commission-the EU's executive arm-as well as the Council and
Parliament-the EU's two legislative arms-about a law that is going to pass.62

Unlike the EESC, which may or may not be consulted on the passage of a given
law, the CoR must be consulted for decisions which could potentially affect local
and regional governments throughout all Member States. 63

An interesting contrast between these two consultative bodies is that the
EESC was created at the very beginning of the process of European integration-
one year after the Coal and Steel Community 64 in 1956-while the 1994 Treaty on
European Union ("TEU") created the CoR precisely because of a concern that
European integration was forging ahead at the expense of Member States.6 5

Because the CoR's purpose was to make the EU more aware of what concerns
Member State constituents have with EU laws in areas such as social policy, the
CoR Opinion has strongly criticized this Directive.

1. Comparison of EESC and CoR Opinions

The EESC Opinion and CoR Opinion both characterize the scope of the
Directive differently. While the CoR claims the Directive is too limited in scope,
the EESC describes the scope of the proposal as "large." 66 Noticeably frustrated
with "concessions made to interest groups," the CoR Opinion takes issue with the
mere notion of a directive for "equal treatment," preferring instead an "equal
opportunity" directive that encompasses all forms of gender discrimination, unlike
this Directive, which is narrowly focused on the supply of goods and services. 67

The CoR, however, concedes its approval of the Directive, especially supporting
the part that prohibits both direct and indirect forms of discrimination based on
gender.

68

The EESC, on the other hand, specifically approves of fostering men and
women's equal access to finance, which it claims will benefit both sexes as
entrepreneurs. Still the EESC Opinion cautions that the definition of "financial
services" should be clarified because some Member States might narrowly define

62 Europa, European Union Institutions and Other Bodies, Consultative Bodies,
http://europa.eu/institutions/consultative/index-en.htm (last visited April 11,2010).

63 European Union Institutions and Other Bodies, Consultative Bodies, The Committee of the
Regions, http://europa.eu/institutions/consultative/cor/index-en.htm [hereinafter The Committee of the
Regions].

64 Europa, Summaries of EU Legislation, Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel
Community, ECSC Treaty,
http://europa.eu/legislation summaries/institutional affairs/treaties/treaties ecsc en.htm (last visited
April 11, 2010). The Coal and Steel Community was a precursor to the formal establishment of the EU.
Its purpose was to allow the free movement of coal and steel across the nations of France, Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. Id.

65 See Committee of the Regions, supra note 63.

66 2004 O.J. (C 121) 25; 2004 O.J. (C 121/25); 2004 O.J. (C 241/41) at 42.

67 2004 O.J. (C 121/25) 26.
68 Id.
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financial services to include specific sectors such as insurance while others will

interpret "services" to mean any service having to do with finance. 69 Interestingly,

both the EESC and CoR Opinions show concern with the widespread practice in

the insurance industry--especially motor vehicles and life insurance--of
calculating premiums for women differently from men. However, unlike the

insurance industry, where disparate treatment of men and women is an admitted

longtime practice, discrimination against businesswomen when they go into banks

for loans is neither admitted by the banks nor fully understood by the European

public. 70 The concerns expressed about this Directive, therefore, do not squarely

address how indirect discrimination may play out when women apply for small
business financing.

III. FINANCING FEMALE ENTREPRENEURS: THE Two HURDLES

Start-up financing can make or break an entrepreneur's plans. Funding is

especially critical as it is one of the first steps when starting up a business. 71 Bank

and venture capital funding are two critical resources that women find difficult to
access. In the proposed directive72 on equal treatment in the provision of goods

and services, the European Commission discussed women's challenges in raising
venture capital. 73 Likewise, the Commission "mentions specific loans for women

entrepreneurs, at special rates or conditions," and suggests, in order to overcome

this financing disadvantage, a "provision of extra business support and advice" to

help female entrepreneurs. 74 In support of this perceived gender imbalance,

scholars have argued that the problem of financing is often more acute for women

entrepreneurs than for men. 7 5 The following sections will attempt to uncover the

root causes of women's financing challenges in these two areas.

69 See 2004 O.J. (C 241/41) 43.
70 Muriel Orhan, Women Business Owners in France: The Issue of Financing Discrimination, 39 J.

SMALL Bus. MGMT. 95, 98 (2001).
71 The Difficulties of Start-Up Financing, http://www.finweb.com/loans/the-difficulties-of-start-up-

financing.html (explaining that the start-up phase is the most challenging part of entrepreneurship for a
borrower and also the riskiest part for a lender).

72 Commission of the European Communities, Commission Proposal for a Council Directive
Implementing the Principle of Equal Treatment between Women and Men in the Access to and Supply of
Goods and Services, at 14, COM (2003) 657 final (May 11, 2003).

73 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 22 (referencing the explanatory remarks to Article 5 of the proposed
directive for goods and services).

74 Id. at 23 (citing Commission of the European Communities, Commission Proposal for a Council

Directive Implementing the Principle of Equal Treatment between Women and Men in the Access to and
Supply of Goods and Services, at 14, COM (2003) 657 final (May 11, 2003)).

75 Orhan, supra note 70, at 95 (citing Hisrich's finding that the problem of financing is "often more
acute" for women). Orhan further explains that access to financing is an area commonly referred to
when discrimination is suggested. Id.
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A. Banks

1. Objective Characteristics of Female Entrepreneurs

An academic study of female entrepreneurs in France, where women could
not open credit accounts without approval from their husbands until the mid-
Sixties, 76 explores the self-perceptions and challenges faced by this group of
women.7 7 Before delving into the requirements that loan managers place on
finance-seeking entrepreneurs, it is important to note objective characteristics of
female business owners that help explain barriers to financing.

First, many French female entrepreneurs have previously worked in a sales or
administrative capacity. 7 8 Unfortunately, unlike executive positions, sales and
administrative work experience does not place women in the same strategic place
as men to tap into business networks that could provide "informal financing"
opportunities and "decision networks." 7 9 Therefore, through no fault of their own,
French women approach the financing process with greater dependency on certain
types of financing, such as banks. Another factor that flows from the smaller
percentage of women entrepreneurs without executive backgrounds is their lack of
high-level management experience. 80 Regardless of the level or type of education
women receive, lower percentages of women than men express comfort with
finance and management. 8 1 Indeed, some scholars have noted that "women in
most EU countries struggle with inferior financial and management skills," even
when their prior educational background matches that of their male counterparts. 82

The businesses women run also possess unique characteristics. Women often
start "small business projects, in accordance with their personal qualifications,
interests, and personal savings. '"83 Unfortunately, while these businesses seem to
make enough money to turn a profit and stay in business, they "do not often show
real growth potential." '84 One factor that may account for this lack of growth is the
small size of women-owned businesses, ninety percent of which have ten or fewer
employees. 85 This reality likely accounts for the fact that "average sales of French

76 Id. at 95.
77 Id. This Note assumes that the experience of female entrepreneurs in France is similar to the

same group of women in other Western European nations. Unlike in the United States, the perspective
of other European business owners in EU nations such as France has not been studied closely.

78 Id. at 97.

79 Id. at 97.
80 Orhan, supra note 70, at 96-97 (explaining that women who do not come from executive

backgrounds frequently lack executive management experience).
81 Id. at 96.
82 Id.
83 Id. at 99.
84 Id.
85 Orhan, supra note 70, at 98.
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women-owned businesses [is] lower than those for males." 86  Orhan's study

concludes that women are generally less oriented towards growing their business
than male entrepreneurs. 87 In support of this conclusion, documented research has
indicated that survival rates for women's firms in the EU appear to be slightly
lower than men's. 88

2. Consequences of Objective Characteristics of Women Entrepreneurs

Operating as for-profit entities, bank lenders naturally make an assessment of

both the project and the person running the project.8 9 The project corresponds to
the actual business plan as it relates to market conditions, while the "person" is a

social-based factor that reflects the characteristics of the entrepreneur. 90 At first
glance, it seems natural that lending institutions focus heavily upon the

management and business capabilities of the entrepreneur.9 1 Women, however,

suffer from lack of funding because of weaker financial support networks as well as
lack of growth potential because of the smaller size of their businesses. 92 Yet does
this heavy focus constitute discrimination when European bankers, whom are

mostly men,93 impose additional lending requirements on women? This question is
worth exploring within the European Union because "despite several years of
research into women entrepreneurs, the question of discrimination in access to
finance remains unresolved." 94

One way to approach this question is to shift the perspective to the banks and

examine what they are actually doing differently with women entrepreneurs to
whom they actually grant loans. On average, banks treat women differently than
men by requiring women to put forth higher levels of collateral when they grant
them loans.""'.95 The most obvious reason for this is that smaller-sized business
projects typically signal a "low return combined with high risk.' 96 In general,

entrepreneurs prefer larger to smaller loans because the interest rates are higher for
smaller loans. 97 Ironically, women face challenges in obtaining larger loans

86 Id.

87 Id.
88 Id. (citing EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR SME RESEARCH, OBSERVATOIRE EUROPEEN DES PME

(1996)).
89 Id. at 99.
90 There is a lurking problem in Orhan's study that she does not address. The study identifies but

does not explain the underlying causes for findings that women entrepreneurs are generally "assertive,
competitive, experienced, self-confident." Orhan, supra note 70, at 100.

91 Id. at 99.
92 See generally id.
93 Id. at 100.
94 Id. at 99.
95 Orhan, supra note 70, at 99 (citing Eileen M. Fisher, A. Rebecca Reuber, & Lorraine S. Dyke, A

Theoretical Overview and Extension of Research on Sex, Gender and Entrepreneurship, 8 J. Bus.
VENTURING 151 (1993) for the proposition that banks set higher collateral requirements for women).

96 Id.

97 Id.
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because bank lenders want high returns on large loans, yet the size and structure of
their businesses hinder their access to high-return loans. 98 Bankers therefore enter
finance negotiations with an eye toward larger loans, already skeptical of small
loans even before they discover the entrepreneur is a woman. 99

B. Venture Capital

1. General Background

Venture capital firms are companies that raise money from investors, invest
and manage the monies as one fund, and then loan money from this fund to
entrepreneurs with business plans with very high potential for returns. 100 In
making these loans, venture capital firms expect a handsome return on their
investment.101 The amount of "return" these firms expect on their loan is a rough
proportion-typically ten to twenty percent-of the total amount of money that the
firm manages. 

10 2

"Venture capital" can also be understood as a phenomenon occurring in
entrepreneurship when a group of "capitalists" use money they receive from
diverse investors to invest in start-up businesses. 10 3 In exchange for this money,
the entrepreneur allows the venture capital firm to receive an equity share in the
business and take on an active role in the business by "looking after its portfolio
investments, providing it with financial planning, and helping its managers develop
business skills." 10 4  Such a close relationship requires mutual trust and
understanding between the entrepreneur and venture capitalist. 105

Unfortunately, venture capital funding remains difficult for female-owned
start-ups to obtain.10 6 One problem facing start-ups is that venture capital firms
take on more risk if they finance a business that is in its early stage of
development. 107 To compensate for this added risk, venture capital firms set very
high standards, such as requiring a fifty percent return on its investment, for

98 See id. at 98 (explaining the small size of female-owned businesses).
99 Some scholars have concluded that circumstantial evidence exists to show that banks do not treat

women the same as men. LEAH HERTZ, THE BUSINESS AMAZONS: THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WOMEN IN
BUSINESS (1986) (explaining that that "concrete evidence for discrimination [by banks] may be
lacking," but "there exists sufficient circumstantial evidence to make one doubt their fair treatment of
business women.").

100 Posting of Cappy Popp to Thought Labs, http://www.thoughtlabs.com/blogs/2008/l0/06/getting-
the-first-round-of-funding-the-venture-capital-process/ (Oct. 6, 2008).

101 Id.
102 See id.

103 ROBERT D. HISRICH ET AL., ENTREPRENEURSHIP 353 (6th ed. 2004).

104 Id. at 353.

105 Id. at 360.
106 The Center for New Futures, Women Entrepreneurs Study (Jan. 2000), available at

http://www.debmcdonald.com/womenentrepreneurs.pdf (last visited Jan. 2, 2009) [hereinafter Women
Entrepreneurs Study).

107 HISRICH ET AL., supra note 103, at 359.
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entrepreneurs seeking start-up loans. 10 8  Another problem is that a firm's
requirement that the return on a loan match a percentage of its total value

disadvantages smaller-sized businesses. Indeed, small businesses are forced to
seek funding from smaller venture capital firms that manage smaller amounts of
money in order to provide the firm with the requisite ten to twenty percent return
on its investment. 

10 9

2. Venture Capital in the European Union

During the 1990s, the EU experienced a dramatic upshot in the supply of
venture capital in the majority of EU nations. 110 This flow of money has enabled
companies to become "venture-backed," and therefore willing to lend money to
entrepreneurs whose investments have potentially high returns. 111 A 2005 working
group report between the U.S. Department of Commerce and the European
Commission has illustrated that American and European venture capital markets do
not favor the typically smaller size of women-owned businesses. 112 The final
report confirms "a fundamental market failure in the provision of early-stage
financing in both the US and the EU." 113 The report explains that funds from
venture capital firms are, more often than not, focused on large deals. 114 It seems
that the crucial factor in early-stage financing is whether the firm or individual
seeking venture capital funding is experienced or inexperienced. This is very
problematic for women entrepreneurs, whose frequent lack of prior management
experience hinders their ability to forge business relationships with venture fund
investors who could vouch for their business plans. 115

3. An American View: Problems Facing Women Entrepreneurs

In the venture capital financing context, certain factors illustrate why women

receive a very small percentage of American venture capital investment. 116 First,

108 Id. at 359-60 (illustrating chart showing that venture capital firms set their "Highest Expected

Return" for early stage investments because they pose the highest financial risk).
109 See id. (supporting the inference that regardless of venture capital firm size, businesses receiving

loans must meet the ten to twenty percent target for rate of return).
110 Laura Bottazzi, et al., The European Venture Capital Industry, Vox, Aug. 16, 2007,

http://www.voxeu.org/index.php?q=node/470.
III Id.
112 UNITED STATES DEP'T OF COMMERCE INT'L TRADE ADMIN., WORKING GROUP ON VENTURE

CAPITAL FNAL REPORT 6 (2005),
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroomL/cf/document.cfm?action=display&docid = 1201 &userservice-i
d= 1 &request.id=O.

113 Id.
114 See id.
115 See generally Orhan, supra note 70 (explaining that women entrepreneurs became

businesswomen after taking part in professions where they did not have strong opportunities to establish
financial support networks).

116 Athena Cheng, Affirmative Action for the Female Entrepreneur, 10 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC.
POL'Y & L. 185, 221 (explaining that in 1999, only five percent of the 48 billion dollars in venture
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female-owned businesses do not immediately appeal to venture capitalists because
they tend to be smaller and service-oriented, and therefore lack the growth potential
of larger businesses. 117 Compounding this problem is the perception that women
who present their business plans tend to communicate "their visions or strategic
plans in ways that do not inspire conventional venture capitalists to make an
investment." 118 According to the Office of Women's Business Ownership of the
Small Business Administration's Office of Advocacy, women may also be more
risk-averse than male entrepreneurs and may be unwilling to allow investors to take
on an equity stake in their businesses. 119

Equally important is the reality that women face inferior access to venture
fund managers who make the final decision as to who gets large loans. In the
United States, only a few venture capitalist investors are women, compounding the
problem that female entrepreneurs "lack access to the relatively closed world of
venture capital fund managers." 120  This explanation dovetails with the central
problem of access to powerful people that plagues women entrepreneurs in the
bank financing context. 12 1

Therefore, improving business networks appears to be one method for
women to face the obstacles of venture capital financing. To this end, an American
study from Santa Clara University, which analyzes how female IBA graduates
network as compared to men, suggests gender-based reasons that may prevent
women from improving these networks. 122 The study found that female MBA
graduates apply their often superior social skills to building relationships as
opposed to building business networks. 12 3 In addition, women tended to look at
the short-terms benefits that networking provided to their businesses, whereas men
were able to perceive the long-term benefits that could accrue from networking. 124

The study found that a woman entrepreneur has a stronger tendency than her male
counterpart to want to separate her personal life from business life, while men
commonly integrate business discussions into their social interactions outside the
workplace. 125

Like Muriel Orhan's study of French entrepreneurs seeking bank financing,
this American study contains sexist undertones. Although their findings may
partially explain the reasons preventing women from accessing and building
business networks, one could argue that the studies compound the problem by

capital investment funds went to women-owned businesses).
117 Id. at 221-22.
118 Id. at 222.
119 See id. (stating that women might not be willing to "share power" with investors).
120 Id.
121 Orhan, supra note 70, at 97.
122 See Women Entrepreneurs Study, supra note 106.
123 Id. at 23.
124 Id. at 24.
125 Id. at 23.
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playing into gender stereotypes of women as less aggressive businesspeople,
financially inferior, and more concerned with social pursuits. At any rate, both

Orhan's and the Santa Clara study illuminate the reality that professional networks

impact one's likelihood of obtaining financing.

4. The Potential Role of the EU in Overcoming Financing Obstacles

The EU must follow the path of individual Member States that have tried to

overcome barriers which prevent European women from obtaining small business

loans. The European Commission has recently recognized the need for more

entrepreneurship and the need to carry out the mandate for equality in the European

Union.1 2 6 European nations such as France, however, have set apart funds for

public organizations focusing on training women to develop businesses. 127 French
savings clubs involve women who combine their savings in order to give individual

women start-up capital if one decides to start a business. 128 Similarly, French

organizations bring together individuals willing to provide financial advice to
women entrepreneurs. 129 If the EU wishes to put its words into action, it should

follow the model of these French organizations by creating and funding European-

level agencies that set apart small amounts of capital for qualified women

entrepreneurs, as well as an agency that provides free advice to women seeking to

develop their business plans.

IV. INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION: THE PATH TO OVERCOMING THE Two HURDLES?

This section analyzes indirect discrimination in the EU by examining how

ECJ case law fleshes out the meaning of indirect discrimination and objective

justification. Indirect discrimination requires an apparently neutral criteria or

practice that puts members of one sex at a particular disadvantage. 130 However,

this discriminatory practice may be excused by objective factors. 13 1 Applying the

case law to the entrepreneur financing context enables banks and venture funds to

justify lending requirements in a way that reinforces funding disparities. Therefore,

the current ECJ model of indirect discrimination does not confront the root cause of

women's inferior access to financing. To this end, an alternative approach is

considered and applied to the business financing context.

126 See Euro Activ Network, Entrepreneurship in Europe,

http://www.euractiv.com/en/innovation/entrepreneurship-europe/article-117477 (last visited Jan. 24,
2009) (stating that the European Commission's Action Plan on Entrepreneurship is concerned with
supporting "women and ethnic minorities" as well as lowering the barriers to entrepreneurship in the
EU).

127 Orhan, supra note 70, at 100.
128 Id. at 99.
129 Id.
130 See NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 106-07.
131 Id. at 107 (explaining that disparate treatment constitutes discrimination unless objective factors

justify such treatment).
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A. Principle of Indirect Discrimination

1. Historical Development

The United States Supreme Court laid the foundation for British and
European indirect discrimination law.1 3 2 In Griggs v. Duke Power Co., a group of
African-American employees challenged the Duke Power Company's policy of
requiring employees to have a high-school education if they wanted to work in
departments other than "Labor," and if they wanted to transfer into less strenuous
departments such as "Operations, Maintenance, or Laboratory."'133 Since the high
school requirement and a required intelligence test were not related to the job
performance for which they were used, the Court found Duke Power's policy to be
unlawful. 

134

The Griggs opinion impressed the British Home Secretary, who helped
incorporate the Court's reasoning into the United Kingdom's Sex Discrimination
Act of 1975.135 This law banned employers from imposing requirements with
which a smaller number of women than men could comply. 136 Six years after the
passage of this act, the ECJ adopted the Griggs prohibition against indirect
discrimination in Jenkins v. Kingsgate.13 7

2. Case Law

The first ECJ case to confront the issue of indirect discrimination, Jenkins v.
Kingsgate, involved a clothing factory operator, Kingsgate, that paid higher hourly
rates to full-time than to part-time employees. 138 The ECJ characterized this
neutral measure as an indirect way of benefiting one gender over the other. 139

Kingsgate's different hourly rates benefited more men than women because almost
every part-time worker at the store was female. 140 The ECJ instructed the UK
Employment Appeal Tribunal-which brought the issue to the ECJ-that paying
part-time and full-time workers differently constituted discrimination only if the
pay scales were based on sex. 14 1 This rule set the stage for the ECJ in Bilka-

132 See Simon Forshaw & Marcus Pilgerstorfer, Direct and Indirect Discrimination: Is There
Something in Between?, 37 INDUS. L.J. 347 (2008).

133 Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 427 (1971).
134 Id. at 43 1.
135 Forshaw & Pilgerstorfer, supra note 132, at 350.
136 Id.

137 Case 96/80, Jenkins v. Kingsgate, 1981 E.C.R. 911.
138 See TOBLER, supra note 36, at 228 (quoting Case 96/80, Jenkins v. Kingsgate, 1981 E.C.R. 911);

see also Case 170/84, Bilka-Kauf'haus GmbH v. Weber Von Hartz, 1986 E.C.R. 1607, para. 27
(analogizing the issue of pay in Jenkins to the issue of pensions).

139 See NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 31-32.

140 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 91.
141 See Case 96/80, Jenkins v. Kingsgate, 1981 E.C.R. 911, para. 15.
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Kaufhaus GmbH v. Weber Von Hartz, where it laid down a rule for determining
whether a given measure is indirectly discriminatory. 14 2

In Bilka, the department store employer offered pension plans only to
employees who had worked full-time at least fifteen out of twenty years. 14 3 Mrs.
Weber von Hartz, a sales assistant for the store, worked fifteen years-working
full-time but then shifting into part-time work. 144 The company denied her right to
the pension when she quit after fifteen years. 14 5 Mrs. Weber argued that the
pension plan discriminated against female workers who chose to work part-time in
order to devote themselves to caring for their children. 146 The store responded to
Mrs. Weber's allegations by arguing that their desire to have full-time workers,
who worked afternoons and weekends, was justified on economic grounds. 147

The ECJ ruled that national courts may find indirect discrimination where a

"far greater number of women than men" were disadvantaged by a pension plan. 148

Yet a policy that affects larger number of women than men does not constitute
indirect discrimination if the "undertaking shows that the exclusion is based on
objectively justified factors unrelated to any discrimination on grounds of sex." 149

According to Bilka, a practice that negatively affects more women than men is
"objectively justified" if the "means" used to get to the "end" are "appropriate with
a view to achieving the objective in question and are necessary to that end." '150 In
Bilka, the pension policy was the "means," while providing incentives for more
workers to work full-time in order to increase the company's bottom line was the
"end." Moreover, Bilka noted that an employer was not required to organize its
occupational pension schemes in such a manner as to take into account the
particular difficulties faced by persons with family responsibilities. 15 1

Since Bilka, the ECJ has struggled with the issue of what is needed for a
policy to constitute indirect discrimination. The ECJ case of Stadt Lengerich v.

Helmig confronted the question whether part-time workers, who were entitled to

142 Case 170/84, Bilka-Kauthaus GmbH v. Weber von Hartz, 1986 E.C.R. 1607, para. 31.
143 Id. at para. 4.

144 Id. at para. 5.
145 Id.
146 Id. at para. 6.

147 Id. at para. 7.
148 Case 170/84, Bilka-Kauthaus GmbH v. Weber von Hartz, 1986 E.C.R. 1607, para. 4, 31. Here,

the ECJ stated:

The answer to the first question referred by the national court must therefore be that
Article 119 of the EEC. Treaty is infringed by a department store company which
excludes part-time employees from its occupational pension scheme, where that
exclusion affects a far greater number of women than men, unless the undertaking shows
that the exclusion is based on objectively justified factors unrelated to any discrimination
on grounds of sex.

Id. at para. 31.
149 Id. (emphasis added).
150 Id. at para. 37

151 Id. at paras. 40, 44.
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the same overtime pay as full-time workers, had to work the same number of hours
as full-time workers before they could qualify for overtime pay. 152 The Court
found no indirect discrimination in requiring women to work the same number of
"regular" hours as full-time workers before getting overtime pay because "all
employees received the same rate of overall pay." 153 This rationale, however,
skirts the underlying reason which explains why a higher number of women than
men work part-time jobs. As Christa Tobler explains, the ECJ failed to consider
that a woman's choice to work part-time is often the result of her decision to spend
more time caring for her children. 154 Helmig therefore "disregards both the
reasons why women often work part-time and also how overtime-work impacts
upon their specific situations." 155

Unlike Helmig, the ECJ in Kachelmann v. Bankhaus Lampe KG156 found
indirect discrimination. 157 A German employer reduced its workforce according to
those who would be the least harmed by a job loss, as required by German
employment law. Part of the German law that required employers to ignore
whether a worker was full or part-time constituted indirect discrimination because
the part-timers were less likely to find employment elsewhere. 158 In another ECJ
case that ostensibly lays down the same rule as Kachelmann, the ECJ ruled that
indirect discrimination exists if a "much higher percentage of women than men" are
adversely affected. 15 9

Scholars have criticized the ECJ for not providing any useful guidance about
the required degree of disparate impact for identifying indirect discrimination. 160

The House of Lords asked the ECJ this precise question in Seymour Smith. 16 1 In
Seymour Smith, 162 a worker challenged a policy that employees could complain
about being fired only if they had been working for at least two years. 163 The ECJ
answered with two methods of finding indirect discrimination. 164 First, given the
statistics about the percentage of women and men that can satisfy a given
condition-such as the two-year employment requirement in Seymour-indirect
discrimination may exist if a "considerably smaller percentage of women than men

152 Case C-379/92, Stadt Lengerich v. Helmig, 1994 E.C.R. 1-5727.

153 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 93.
154 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 268.
155 Id.

156 Case C-322/98, Kachelmann v. Bankhaus Hermann Lampe KG, 2000 E.C.R 1-7505.
157 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 93 (discussing the facts of Kachelmann).
'58 Id.

159 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 229 (quoting C-25/02, Rinke v. Arztekammer Hamburg 2003 E.C.R.
1-8349).

160 Id.

161 See id.
162 Case C-167/97, Regina v. Sec'y of State exparte Seymor-Smith and Perez, 1999 E.C.R. 1-623.
163 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 229.
164 Id. at 229-30.
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is able to satisfy the condition." 165 Second, indirect discrimination might exist if
"a lesser but persistent and relatively constant disparity over a long period between
men and women" existed. 16 6 Applying the first rule to the facts of Seymour, the
ECJ found that the two-year employment policy was not indirectly discriminatory
because 77.4% of men and 68.9% of women were able to fulfill the condition. 16 7

This difference of about ten percent between men and women comes close to
matching the percentage disparity between men and women who can meet the
characteristics that most appeal to banks and venture funds. For example, 71% of
men and 55% of women who start small business have professional experience-a
16% disparity-while 60% of female start-ups, as opposed to 53% of male start-
ups-a 7% disparity---could show at most eight thousand American dollars of
initial funding. 16 8 Applying the Seymour Smith, it appears that the ECJ would not
find indirect discrimination in the provision of business financing. The next
sections elaborate further on how the ECJ could rule on an indirect discrimination
claim against leading institutions.

3. Applying Indirect Discrimination to the Female Entrepreneur

Christa Tobler presents two theoretical ways that may help clarify whether
indirect discrimination occurs against finance-seeking women entrepreneurs. 169

One view involves "different situations treated in the same way" that have
"significant disparate impacts" on the groups that are protected. 170 Other scholars

argue that indirect discrimination is the different treatment of cases that are in fact
the same. 171 The first view comes closer to the problem of business financing,
because the problem is not different treatment of what is the same, but rather the
exact same treatment by banks and venture capital firms of two sexes that possess
different levels of financial support and management experience. Motivated by
finding business plans with a vision and a person with the experience to realize the
vision to its fullest, banks and venture capital funds necessarily treat all finance
seekers the same, yet, ironically, necessarily treat each one differently.

In light of this paradox, indirect discrimination law should take note of the
underlying cause of female entrepreneurs' lower success in obtaining loans. One
might argue that the banker's and the venture manager's awareness that many
women-business owners lack financial safety nets partially cause them to lend to
women at lower rates. Should a business struggle early on, male entrepreneurs are

165 Id. at 230 (citing Barnard and Hepple's analysis that Seymour-Smith provided two distinct tests

for indirect discrimination).
166 Id. at 229-30 (citing Seymour-Smith, 1999 E.C.R. 1-623.).
167 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 97 (citing Seymour-Smith, 1999 E.C.R. 1-623, at 683-84).
168 Orhan, supra note 70, at 97.
169 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 218.
170 Id.

171 Id.
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on the whole better situated to inject financing into their businesses to keep it afloat
through rough times. Therefore, the ECJ should incorporate this reality into the
entrepreneur financing context to align Seymour Smith's second ruling which
recognizes a "relatively constant disparity over a long period between men and
women."

172

B. Principle of Objective Justification

Many scholars consider the issue of objective justification for indirect
discrimination to be the "biggest challenge in indirect discrimination law." 173

Unfortunately, the ECJ case law has been vague with respect to what constitutes
objective justification. 174 Objective justification in Bilka is illustrated by the
department store's desire to have full-time workers who worked afternoons and
weekends to increase the store's sales. 175 Similarly, in Enderby v. Frenchay
Health Authority,176 a recent British House of Commons case that went to the ECJ,
the Court "accepted a claim which involved the state of the employment market as
a legitimate justification" when an employer paid a higher rate for a particular type
of job as a way of attracting the best candidates. 177 In Enderby, a female speech
therapist sued under the United Kingdom Equal Pay Act on the claim that her
salary was lower than the market salary for pharmacists in the U.K., most of whom
were men. 178 Here, the ECJ found that market factors, which explained why
pharmacist salaries exceeded speech therapist salaries, "objectively justified" the
difference in pay. 179

1. Applying Market-Based Objective Justification Based to Business Financing

Analogizing Enderby to the context of start-up business financing, the
employment market resembles the market for venture capital and bank loans.
Employers, like banks and venture funds, create policies in order to drive profits.
On their face, these economic concerns, which have nothing to do with gender,
satisfy the Bilka requirement that the objectively justified factors have nothing to
do with "discrimination on grounds of sex." 180

Yet a strong counterargument questions whether the means used to maximize
profit are necessary to that end. 18 1 Of course, gender discrimination does not

172 Id. (citing Seymour-Smith, 1999 E.C.R. 1-623, para. 61).
173 Id. at 239 (citing scholars Sjerps and Morris).
174 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 239.

175 Case 170/84, Bilka-Kaufhaus GmbH v. Weber von Hartz, 1986 E.C.R. 1607, para. 7.
176 Case C-127/92. Enderby v. Frenchay Health Auth., 1993 E.C.R. 1-5535.
177 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 248-49 (citing Enderby, 1993 E.C.R. 1-5535).
178 See Enderby, 1993 E.C.R. 1-5535.
179 Id.

180 Bilka, 1986 E.C.R. 1607, para. 31.
181 Id. at para. 37.
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create the profit-driven policies of banks and venture funds. Yet one could argue
that lending to women entrepreneurs at lower rates than men is part of the "means"
used to maximize profit. If it is part of the means, the next question is whether
requiring start-ups to show a required level of earning potential is a necessary
method of maximizing profits. 182 Blom, an academic, 183 has suggested that
whether or not there are "viable, less harmful alternatives" to a specific measure or
industry practice determines whether it is necessary. 184 This argument highlights
an unspoken clash between the profit motives of capitalist institutions such as
banks and venture capital funds and a concern for gender equality between men and
women. 185

2. European Integration As Support for Market-Based Justification

The real motives behind the EC Treaty were immediate "economic welfare"
and long-term "political integration." 186 The EC Treaty attached social progress to
economic integration, stating that social progress "will ensue" in part from the
"functioning of the common market." 187 Professor Defeis bluntly writes, "[the
EU's] focus was on economic integration, not protecting human rights. '" 188

Developing in tandem with this economic and political integration, the social
goals of the EU "are growing and developing as the linkage between the Member
States becomes closer." 189 Yet now that the EU's recognition of social equality
has caught up with economic and political integration, a natural tension has arisen
between the original EU goal of a free-market zone and more recently enacted EU
social legislation, such as the Directive on the provision of goods and services. For
many years, the EU has felt a constant tension between harmonizing the internal
market-its primary goal of economic integration through breaking down the
customs barriers between each European nation-and achieving social equality
through legislation. 190 Economic scholars have, not surprisingly, framed this

182 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 210-11.
183 TOBLER, supra note 36, at 242 (citing the scholar Blom).
184 Id.

185 Another argument in support of a finding of objective justification is whether bankers and

venture funds intend to grant loans to smaller numbers of women than men. Some scholars propose that
intent should be a required element of any indirect discrimination claim, especially in the "economic"
context. TOBLER, supra note 36, at 234. On one hand, the absence of any mention of intent in Bilka
suggests that intent may not be a necessary element of indirect discrimination. Yet one might confine
the ECJ's silence on intent to the employment context because employers generally pass measures with
the intent to bring about profit. But when we shift the framework from one employer to cogs in a much
larger capitalist machine, it becomes very difficult to pinpoint intent.

186 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 7.
187 MARK BELL, ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW AND THE EUROPEAN UNION 8 (Oxford University

Press 2002) (citing art. 117 of the EC Treaty).
188 Elizabeth Defeis, The Treaty of Amsterdam: The Next Step Towards Gender Equality?, 23 B.C.

INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 1, 30 (1999), available at
http://www.bc.edulbc org/avp/law/lwsch/joumals/bciclr/23 1/01_TXT.htm.

189 ELLIS, supra note 9, at 11.

190 See STEPHAN LE1BFRIED & PAUL PIERSON, EUROPEAN SOCIAL POLICY: BETWEEN
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tension between EU gender equality and the internal market as a problem of
allocating the cost of social legislation. 191

In the field of European Integration, two opposing views compete over the
degree to which social policy should dominate the EU's agenda.192 The "market
integration model" argues that the EU should strictly follow its original goal of
economic integration, only touching upon areas of social policy if they help
"achieve economic integration." 193 Its competitor, the "social citizenship model"

of integration, argues that the EU should completely isolate individual rights from
market forces. 194 Ironically, however, the purpose of the "social citizenship
model" is to deepen support for integration among EU nations through social
means. 195 Given this end goal of economic integration, objective justification
based on the free market should weigh in support of the lending policies of banks
and venture funds, even though their loan requirements may reinforce the barriers
women face in getting these loans.

C. An Alternative Framework to Assess Indirect Discrimination

Simon Forshaw and Marcus Pilgerstorfer, two United Kingdom barristers,
proposed a new model of indirect discrimination that looks past the current divide
between direct and indirect discrimination. 196 Frustrated with the inability of the
House of Commons and the House of Lords to define what constitutes indirect

discrimination, the barristers theorized Quasi Direct Discrimination, which occurs
when one does not know the source or reason for the better treatment of individuals
with a protected characteristic. 197 In their words, "where a policy is indirectly
discriminatory, it is possible to identify precisely what has caused the disparity,"
while for "quasi-direct discrimination" the cause is less obvious. 198

These barristers illustrate that the problem with current indirect

discrimination doctrine is that its principles clearly apply only when the cause of
the disparate treatment of two groups is readily identifiable. 199 As in the financing
context, the cause of disparate treatment is usually complex and difficult to
pinpoint. "Quasi Direct Discrimination" therefore takes a route around indirect
discrimination instead of going through it. It implies that the ECJ, which currently
follows the model of indirect discrimination, should analyze directly the underlying

FRAGMENTATION AND INTEGRATION 109 (1995) (discussing the emergence of EU social legislation
from the social chapter in the Maastricht Treaty).

191 BELL, supra note 187, at 8.
192 See id.
193 Id.

194 Id.
195 Id. at 13.

196 Forshaw & Pilgerstorfer, supra note 132, at 347.
197 Id. at 353.

198 Id. at 354.

199 See id. at 354.
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causes of financing disparities. Under current indirect discrimination doctrine, the
ECJ would likely find that the loan standards of financial institutions are justified.
However, if the ECJ were to adopt a "Quasi Direct" method of analysis, it might be
able to balance a particular social goal, such as encouraging women to become
entrepreneurs, against this economic justification.

V. GENDER MAINSTREAMING AS AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION FOR INCREASING

WOMEN'S ACCESS TO FINANCE

The ECJ could potentially increase women's access to start-up financing by
addressing the root cause of barriers to financing. The ECJ could do this by
connecting the European law principle of gender mainstreaming to its doctrine of
indirect discrimination. 200 Originating in the United Nations Beijing Conference
on Women in 1995, gender mainstreaming was a strategy of extending equal
treatment to women, in which "gender issues are to be examined in all areas of
policy development." 20 1 The gender mainstreaming strategy calls on the "drafters
of rules and policies at all levels in society" to "integrate the gender dimension into
the design and implementation" of all rules and policies." 20 2

The EU has formally adopted gender mainstreaming. The Treaty of

Amsterdam amended the EC Treaty to include the gender mainstreaming provision
in Article 3(2), which states that in "all its activities referred to in this Article the

Community shall aim to eliminate inequalities and to promote equality between

men and women. '' 20 3 However, the EU "has an uneven implementation within the

different directorates of the EU Commission." 204 A new, "open method" of policy

coordination is currently taking root at the EU level. 20 5 Yet many believe that

gender mainstreaming principle will remain nothing more than an ideal unless a

directive is passed implementing the principle.20 6

Interestingly, the draft EU constitution, which was eventually voted down by

France and the Netherlands in 2005, stated that equality between men and women

in all areas must be ensured. 207 The EU Constitution would have forced Member

States to implement the "aim" of eliminating gender equalities. 20 8 Ironically, the

gender mainstreaming principle is a part of supreme European law-the EC

200 See NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 1ll (noting that the conceptual links between gender

mainstrearning and indirect discrimination are "vaguely developed").
201 Sylvia Walby, The European Union and Gender Equality: Emergent Varieties of the Gender

Regime, 11 SOC. POL. 1, 19 (2004).
202 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 74.

203 Ministry of Social Affairs, Department of Gender Equality, Treaty of Amsterdam,

http://gender.sm.eelindex.php?197923712 (citing the different provisions of the EC Treaty dealing with
gender equality) (last visited Mar. 1, 2009).

204 Walby, supra note 201, at 19.
205 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 78.
206 Id.

207 Id.
208 Id.
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Treaty-yet it has not been implemented by a directive nor interpreted by the
ECJ.

209

In the absence of a directive implementing the principle of gender
mainstreaming, the ECJ should consider incorporating gender mainstreaming into
its doctrine of indirect discrimination. If a future litigant were to sue a national
bank or venture fund under the directive on equal treatment in the provision of
goods and services, the ECJ might have the perfect opportunity to combine gender
mainstreaming with indirect discrimination. Although the law on gender
mainstreaming differs among the EU nations, 2 10 the ECJ could push national courts
to take seriously the goal of gender mainstreaming when deciding if industry
practices or standards reinforce unequal treatment of men and women.

VI. CONCLUSION

This Note has attempted to demonstrate that a bank's desire to minimize risks
and a venture fund's desire to maximize returns may cause these institutions to
make choices that reinforce gender gaps in female networking and professional
experience. In light of this reality, EU directives may not be the best way to
remedy gender imbalances in financing because such a mandate to the Member
States might remove each claim of indirect discrimination from its context. Rather,
the ECJ must act to place each indirect discrimination claim within its context.
This approach would encourage national courts to assess the gender mainstreaming
principle when adjudicating indirect discrimination claims.

209 The ECJ has, however, suggested that the Court has a duty to interpret anti-discrimination
directives in a way that is consistent with the gender mainstreaming provision of Article 3(2). NIELSEN,
supra note 3, at 78.

210 NIELSEN, supra note 3, at 80.
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